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As this issue went to press, Alaska legislators were still in session and several 
bills of interest to the fishing industry remained in play.

One of the most interesting was House Bill 188, sponsored by Rep. Jonathan 
Kreiss-Tomkins, D-Sitka.

The bill would make a big change in how people gain entry to Alaska’s  
commercial fisheries. It would allow the establishment of “regional fisheries 
trusts” which could acquire, hold, and lease limited entry permits.

Establishing a trust would require the support of two-thirds of the municipal-
ities in a region. A board of directors appointed by the governor would oversee 
each trust.

A trust could lease permits to Alaska residents only.
So, what’s the idea behind HB 188?
A longstanding concern has been that fishing permits are leaving Alaska, 

especially rural Alaska. Another concern is the rising cost of getting into fishing.
Kreiss-Tomkins believes his bill could help.
“HB 188 empowers fishing communities to access the economic opportunity 

of fisheries right off their shores,” said an April 10 press release. “There are no 
shortage of Alaskans, especially rural Alaskans, who are extraordinarily good 
at running a boat and logging 18-hour days slaying salmon. But it’s becoming 
harder than ever to break into the industry, especially for Alaskans with more 
limited access to capital.”

Leasing a permit could serve as a “stepping stone” for an aspiring deckhand, 
Kreiss-Tomkins said.

“Just as you often rent before buying a house, fisheries trusts offer fisher-
men the opportunity to skipper a boat and gain confidence, experience, and  
resources, better situating them to make the six-figure decision to finance a  
permit and become an independent fisherman and small business owner,”  
he said.

Under the proposed law, a fisheries trust “shall lease entry permits by  
competitive bid,” and collect leasing fees to pay for trust operations and finance 
the acquisition of additional permits.

The lease term for a permit held by a fisheries trust could not exceed  
six years.

Most change in commercial fishing is controversial, and as you might  
imagine, HB 188 has attracted opposition.

The Seattle-based Bristol Bay Fishermen’s Association and Petersburg-based 
United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters each sent letters to legislators raising 
numerous concerns.

“HB 188 is bad policy,” said the letter from BBFA President David Harsila.
Among his criticisms: The bill is discriminatory and “open to scamming.”
Cynthia Wallesz, executive director of the Southeast gillnetters group, raised 

questions about how trusts would be funded, noting they possibly would 
“need to charge fishermen some pretty hefty fees.”

“We believe strongly that limited entry is working and shouldn’t be 
changed,” Wallesz concluded. “Young or new people wanting to get into  
fishing can easily find a crew job where they will learn how to fish and will earn 
money to eventually buy their own operation if they choose. Successful loan 
programs, including the state’s, greatly support new and young fishermen.”

HB 188 appeared to have little chance of passing this session. But the bill will 
remain alive next year.
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Tough salmon outlook: Low coho returns are 
again expected to hamper Washington state 
fisheries. – wdfw.wa.gov

Filet-O-Fish for Lent: Two new commercials 
and an upcoming digital video showcase  
the wild-caught Alaska pollock used in the  
McDonald’s sandwich. – adage.com

Halibut start date confirmed: The commer-
cial IFQ halibut season will open on March 11,  
U.S. officials say. – alaskafisheries.noaa.gov

B.C. herring haul: The commercial roe herring 
fishery opened with a flourish over the week-
end in the Strait of Georgia. – vancouversun.com

Bitten! A Steller sea lion attacked a fisherman 
aboard a boat in Sand Point, Alaska. – adn.com

A conservative approach: Concern over  
wild Chinook stocks will mean restrictions  
for Southeast Alaska’s spring troll fishery.  
– adfg.alaska.gov

Copper River constraints: A terrible king 
salmon forecast is prompting fishery restrictions. 
– adfg.alaska.gov

Columbia compromise: The chairman of the 
Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission offers a 
tangle net alternative. – oregonlive.com

Difficult salmon year coming: The Pacific 
Fishery Management Council today adopted 
three  public review alternatives for the 2017 
salmon seasons off the  U.S. West Coast.  
– pcouncil.org

Alaska salmon forecast: The state is project-
ing a commercial catch this year of more than 
204 million fish, substantially above last year’s 
nearly 113 million. – adfg.alaska.gov

Vetting the nominees: Gov. Walker’s three 
picks for the Alaska Board of Fisheries appear 
headed for easy confirmation in Juneau.  
– kdlg.org

Get ready, get set: The Sitka Sound herring 
fleet goes on two-hour notice  beginning at 8 
a.m. Friday. – adfg.alaska.gov

Trump’s budget: The proposed Commerce 
Department budget would  trim NMFS but axe 
the Sea  Grant program. – washingtonpost.com

How about this? Oregon’s Fish and Wildlife 
Commission offers a Columbia salmon  
compromise. – columbian.com

F/V Destination tragedy: The crew of the 
lost Bering Sea crab vessel have been declared 
legally dead in an unusual court proceeding.  
– adn.com

Electronic monitoring: NMFS is proposing to 
integrate EM into the Alaska fisheries observer 
program. – alaskafisheries.noaa.gov

Explosive harvest: Sitka seiners take an  
estimated 4,500 tons of herring during a 
15-minute opener. – adfg.alaska.gov

Northern California’s sorry salmon  
outlook: Sport and commercial salmon fishing 
near the Klamath River could be completely 
closed this year. – times-standard.com

Wrapping up: The Sitka Sound sac roe  
herring fishery is nearly done as the seine fleet 
approaches a full harvest. – columbian.com

Togiak herring outlook: State budget cuts 
complicate the setting of the 22,943-ton sac 
roe fishery quota. – adfg.alaska.gov

‘Not genetically distinct’: NOAA Fisheries has 
removed Puget Sound canary rockfish from the 
federal list of threatened and endangered spe-
cies. – westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov

Sitka herring concludes: The industry bags 
a full harvest of 14,600 tons in the Sitka Sound 
herring sac roe fishery. – deckboss.blogspot.com

Seven to nine? Gov. Walker’s appointees weigh 
in on the proposed expansion of the Alaska 
Board of Fisheries. – peninsulaclarion.com
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Groundfish Catch Limits 
Marine conservation isn’t new to Alaska Seafood. 
In fact, a precautionary approach to setting harvest
levels has been in place for decades. Look at the

BSAI Catch Limits chart and see how the numbers tell the story. Each year
scientists conduct surveys of the available biomass and use this data 
to calculate conservative catch limits – Acceptable Biological Catch (ABC).
Then, fisheries managers go a step further and set harvest quotas –
Total Allowable Catch (TAC) – that never exceeds the sustainable ABC. 
And, with the FAO-Based Responsible Fisheries Management (RFM) 
Certification, you have even more assurance that conserving our oceans 
is anything but trendy to us. Learn more at www.alaskaseafood.org

Alaska didn’t jump on the 
SUSTAINABILITY trend.  
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COMMENTARY

Medical support for commercial fishing – moving 
from reactive to proactive
Commercial fishing is the most dangerous work in the United 

States. A commercial fisher is eight times more likely to die on 
the job than a police officer.

Approximately half of deaths at sea occur from illness and injury 
on the job and the remainder from vessel catastrophes. Injuries are 
often preventable, and the maritime and fishing industries have 
made great progress with well-designed programs to increase safe-
ty awareness at sea. A similar effort is needed to address events 
resulting from medical illness.

In addition, vessel owners and their officers, as well as career 
mariners, must be aware that injuries resulting from repeti-
tive motion can produce significant challenges as the workforce 
ages. Some high-risk activities include gaffing fish on a longliner,  
bending on deck, or working in a freezer box-up area.

How can the fishing industry align interests and improve the 
long-term health of officers and crew? The vessel owner may also 
ask: How can the ever-rising costs of Protection and Indemnity  
policies be addressed?

First and foremost, it’s due time to move from a reactive to a 
proactive stance at all levels, from hiring to disembarking at the 
end of a voyage.

Pre-boarding medical 
screening: Working at sea by 
definition means you are iso-
lated from professional medical 
care.

The Americans with Dis-
abilities Act does not allow the  
automatic exclusion of mariners 
with chronic medical conditions from working at sea. Consider-
ation of who can safely work at sea with diabetes, as an example, 
needs careful evaluation by a medical professional who under-
stands the maritime environment and, in particular, commercial 
fishing. The goal would be to educate the mariner on how best to 
manage medications and diet while working long hours, eating 
irregular meals, and likely not drinking enough fluids.

A medical adviser can assist in developing sound and reasonable 
strategies to work at sea.

Routine post-offer physical examinations are no longer  
generally recommended, except as required by the U.S. Coast 
Guard for credentialed mariners. Some fishing firms utilize  
medical screenings in written and electronic formats. Many  
challenges remain, such as availability of screening forms in  
multiple languages and the timeliness of delivering a fitness-for-
duty report. It is highly recommended that a physician experienced 
in the fishing industry review these forms and that the completed 
forms be available to the consulting medical adviser when a call for 
assistance is requested.

Medical screenings such as a blood pressure check and tests 
for glucose are useful to consider. A physician adviser can help  
develop “alert” criteria for results that should trigger further  
evaluation, which may include a visit to a medical provider.

Preparation: This begins with training. Basic First Aid, CPR 
(cardiopulmonary resuscitation), and AED (automated external 
defibrillator) skills are recommended. For the “medical officer,” 
enhanced training such as a Coast Guard-approved Medical Care 
Provider or Medical Person in Charge course is highly encouraged.

by RAY and ANN JARRIS

In terms of crew engagement, everyone aboard the vessel should 
be advised to bring adequate supplies of personal medications, 
medical supplies such as diabetic glucometer strips, eye glasses 
and contacts, and batteries for hearing aids. If crew members have 
sleep apnea and use a CPAP machine, they’ll need enough distilled 
water for the voyage.

The ship’s medical chest is best designed in collaboration 
with a consulting maritime physician who understands the ves-
sel’s operating area, crew size, and length of fishing trips. Special  
consideration should be given to crew members with known 
chronic medical conditions so that, should a complication arise  
at sea, it can be managed in consultation with your maritime  
medical adviser.

Before the influenza season, early vaccination of all joining the 
vessel is highly encouraged. If that isn’t possible, vaccination at the 
time of boarding is also beneficial.

Stress cough and hand hygiene (tinyurl.com/letdxuk) during 
crew meetings and by posting information on the vessel.

Additionally, vessel operators are encouraged to have a blood-
borne pathogen exposure policy and verify that first aid provid-
ers and the medical officer have received a hepatitis B vaccination 

series. It is important to have a 
response plan and personal pro-
tective equipment for a blood-
borne pathogen exposure at sea.

Be sure to check the medical 
reference books aboard the ves-
sel. Outdated references are like-
ly more a liability than a benefit. 

For vessels within range of cell towers or with satellite internet,  
many good online resources are available such as MedlinePlus 
(medlineplus.gov) or Medscape (medscape.com).

Shipboard awareness: “If you don’t look for trouble, trouble 
will find you.”

Rather than waiting for people to go to the medical officer 
with an illness, pain, or injury, encourage supervisors and fore-
men to monitor staff for signs of problems. The medical officer is  
encouraged to engage early when an illness or overuse injury  
is suspected.

Once a medical condition is recognized, it should be addressed 
and documented in the ship’s medical log at a minimum, although 
complete notes are highly recommended.

Whenever the medical chest is accessed for a medication that 
is a prescription on land, it is a very appropriate time to obtain  
guidance from the vessel’s shoreside medical adviser.

Early and appropriate care on board may go a long way to avoid 
progression to a condition that necessitates a vessel diversion or a 
call for a Coast Guard helicopter!

For those aboard known to have a chronic medical condition, 
this is where a proactive approach is the most important. Examples 
include monitoring blood pressure for a crew member with known 
high blood pressure and taking medication or inspecting the  
glucose log and daily medication log for a person with diabetes.

Parameters for when to consult with your medical adviser are 
best worked out in advance, as uncontrolled high blood pressure 
or sustained high blood sugar can become life-threatening.

Continued on Page 34

Early and appropriate care on board may go a 
long way to avoid progression to a condition 
that necessitates a vessel diversion or a call for a 
Coast Guard helicopter!
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Calif. landing fee hike could mean ‘economic ruin’
The chairman of a California fisheries committee says com-

mercial fishermen are “dying the slow death of a thousand cuts,” 
potentially culminating in a huge ex-vessel landing fee increase.

State Sen. Mike McGuire chairs the Joint Committee on  
Fisheries and Aquaculture, which held a March 29 hearing focusing 
on fisheries challenges.

Foremost among them are record low Klamath River Chinook 
salmon runs and a state budget that proposes drastic increases in 
landing fees. The fee hikes are value-based, and McGuire said their 
scale is shocking for salmon and even more so for crab.

Costs are exceeding revenues by $20 million a year in a Califor-
nia Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) fund that includes 
fisheries management. Gov. Jerry Brown’s proposed budget seeks 
to increase catch fee revenue by $12.4 million.

Together with the domoic acid-shortened 2015-16 Dungeness 
crab season, the likely closure of the upcoming sardine season, 
and a minimal ocean salmon season, the fee hike is posing a “true 
calamity” that could push the fishing industry to “the brink of eco-
nomic ruin,” McGuire said.

Due to rise: Catch fees haven’t been increased since 1992, and 
there’s no doubt an increase is due. But McGuire said that if the 
Consumer Price Index is used as a basis, a smaller increase would 
be proposed.

“I, for one, cannot support this proposal, and we are going to 
fight it in the budget process,” McGuire said. “No industry should 
have to absorb these hikes.”

Assemblymember Jim Wood, the committee’s vice chair, said 

he’s also “adamantly opposed” to the fee increase.
Charles Bonham, CDFW director, described his department as 

“one of the most overmandated and underfunded” in the state and 
one that is headed toward a deficit.

“I have a budget problem,” he said bluntly.
Bonham said commercial landing fees now comprise “the  

smallest slice” of management and enforcement revenue and are 
calculated on a percentage of catch value. The value of commercial 
landings in 2015 was $133 million, he said, and catch fee revenue 
was $322,000.

When McGuire said the state should be funding the CDFW 
through its general fund, Bonham told him that it wouldn’t be  
sustainable and would introduce annual uncertainties.

“I need a portfolio of revenue streams,” Bonham said, add-
ing that “I hope one of them is an increased contribution from  
commercial landing fees.”

Many states face similar challenges, he continued, and Missouri 
and Arkansas “may have achieved the gold standard” by generat-
ing fish and wildlife management revenue through voter-approved 
sales taxes.

McGuire was doubtful, saying that approach would need two-
thirds majority support, and “the only ability to be able to move 
that vote is going to be the administration engaging.”

Industry objects: In presentations, representatives of various 
fishing organizations said the proposed fee increase attempts 
to draw revenue from the wallets of fishermen who can’t afford 

Continued on Page 9
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NEWS NET

Editor’s note: This story originally appeared April 13 on the KFSK 
radio website. It is republished here with permission.

Twenty-two million tiny chum salmon are growing in net pens in 
Thomas Bay near Petersburg, Alaska, this spring.

The site is a new release location for hatchery chums produced 
by the Northern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association’s 
Hidden Falls hatchery on Baranof Island.

A young couple from Petersburg is spending the next few 
months living at the remote site and feeding the hungry fish.

Secluded work: It’s about an hour boat ride across Frederick 
Sound to the snow-capped bay on the mainland.

Inside Thomas Bay, tucked away into a cove on the east side of 
Ruth Island, are 10 floating net pens, anchored to the sea floor and 
roped to shore.

It’s a day after a big wind blew through, which had the cou-
ple “running around moving weights” trying to secure the net  
pens, said Daniel Cardenas. “We didn’t lose any fish, but  
definitely panic.”

“You never really know what you’re gonna get,” added his wife, 
Robyn Cardenas. “For a while, we were iced in and we had to  
de-ice the pens every day so that the fish would have access to feed. 
So it’s definitely nice when we’ve got sunny weather and no ice or 
waves in here.”

The two grew up in Petersburg and married last year. It’s their 
first experience raising hatchery fish, but they’ve both worked  
commercial fishing. Now they’re living on Robyn’s father’s fish-
ing boat tied up to the net pens, listening to the radio and going 
about their daily chores. Most of that daily work is feeding the  
young fish.

The two walk the floating metal boardwalks and toss scoops of 
fish food from buckets into the pens. They start feeding the fish at 
8 in the morning and finish around 4. As the chums grow larger, 
they’ll be eating more and the feedings will increase.

“It’s been really exciting,” Daniel said. “We went back to  
Washington after we got married in Petersburg and heard about 
this job and dropped everything, and a week later we were up here 
and on a boat and at the pens. It’s really exciting, and things are 
always moving very fast for us.”

Alaska newlyweds 
tend valuable crop of 
hatchery chums

“We couldn’t do it without my dad and my grandpa,” Robyn 
said. “They offered to let us live on their boats, and so that’s been 
pretty cool. Yeah, it was fun to just kinda drop everything and 
leave because after living in Washington for over a year we were 
ready to get back home, ready to be back in Alaska.”

Avoiding predators: The couple is contracting to raise the fish 
produced by NSRAA. A total of 22 million were moved to the pens 
in mid-February.

The eggs for these fish were collected last July at Hidden Falls. 
The fish normally would have been released nearer to that facility, 
but the hatchery nonprofit wants to try a new remote release site. 
The reason for that is Hidden Falls returns have been dismal in 
recent years, and the hatchery organization suspects that whales 
and other predators are eating the young fish right after they’re set 
free. They’re hopeful this and other new release sites will help with 
that problem.

“Most of our projects, we have a trained staff member onsite all 
the time, and this project for NSRAA is unique in that we don’t 
have that onsite presence all the time,” said Matt Golden, a fish 
culturist at NSRAA’s Medvejie Hatchery near Sitka who helps with 
remote chum-rearing sites.

Golden is visiting for the day to bring out fish food and vaccine, 
check on the fish, and help train the Cardenases. They’re weighing 
bowlfuls of the young chums to check their size.

Daniel and Robyn Cardenas. Joe Viechnicki photos
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another hit.
“We’ve made cuts in our households, 

and it’s time for Fish and Wildlife to do the 
same. As my children tell me, ‘Suck it up,  
buttercup, it’s your turn,’” said Lori French, 
president of Central Coast Women for  
Fisheries.

Noah Oppenheim, the executive director 
of the Pacific Coast Federation of Fisher-
men’s Associations, said the fee increase as 
proposed is “absolutely untenable” and will 
be “a devastating blow to the crab fishery.”

Buyers will look to catches from other 
states, he continued, saying the fee hike will 
“absolutely shock the industry.”

In closing the hearing, McGuire said 
opposing the catch fee increase will be a  
priority, along with monitoring Klamath
River salmon runs “in real time” and 
increasing the range of funding for algal 
bloom preparedness.  

– Daniel Mintz

Multimillion-dollar crop: Hidden Falls chums have long been 
an early season opportunity for commercial purse seiners from  
Petersburg and elsewhere.

Commercial fishing organizations estimate the fish to be released 
this year in Thomas Bay could be worth around $3.5 million at 
the docks, and other gear groups are hoping to catch some of the 
returning chums.

The new site was controversial in Petersburg, though, with some 
concerned about the impact on the troll fishery and other marine 
species in the bay.

Golden explained the net pens were built in Chile and assembled 
in Thomas Bay when the bay was partially iced over. He was part 
of the crew that moved the young fish to the new site.

“I was on the fry transfer boat from Hidden Falls,” Golden said. 
“Roughly on the 15th of February is when we first started bring-
ing fish over. We brought ’em over from the 
Hidden Falls Hatchery, which is on eastern 
Baranof Island … roughly 12 hours from 
here. Our shortest time was 11 hours one 
way. So, we ended up doing that back-to-
back six days in a row and got all the fish 
here.”

Golden said the fish look like they’ve 
grown since they were first put into  
Thomas Bay.

Once they grow to the right size, the 
young salmon will be released in stages  
– some in May, others in June.

The first adult fish are expected back three 
to four years later, in 2020-21.

The net pens will stay in place year-round 
on the east side of Ruth Island.

Robyn and Daniel Cardenas will be there, 
too, for the next few months, feeding the fish 
and starting their new life together.  

– Joe Viechnicki

Landing fees continued from Page 7
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BOATS AND GEAR

Strongback’s Rory Pitsch with his yard’s latest creation. Photos courtesy of Alan Haig-Brown and Cummins Marine

For sheer numbers and intensity, it would be hard to imagine 
anything more driven than Alaska’s annual Bristol Bay sock-
eye fishery.

Rory Pitsch, one of the owners of Strongback Metal Boats, has 
grown up with the boats being built at his father’s shops and, for 
several years, as a crewman on a Bristol Bay gillnetter. Both are 
central to his thoughts when building another gillnet boat at their 
Sedro-Woolley, Washington, shop.

One of the ways to control fisheries effort is to limit the size of 

Strongback’s Bristol Bay gillnetter 
packs performance and comfort

by ALAN HAIG-BROWN

the boats that are permitted in the fishery. Alaska has long had a 
58-foot limit on purse seine boats and a 32-foot limit on the Bristol 
Bay gillnet boats. In both cases, the limit on length has led fisher-
men to add beam. The 32-by-15-foot-10-inch hull for Strongback’s 
latest delivery is becoming typical of modern vessels for the fishery.

Ample accommodation: It is the careful layout and arrange-
ment of the fishing and living spaces together with the propulsion 
that really set this boat among the top tier in the fleet.

The Bristol Bay fishery is a short, intense period of five to seven 
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Strongback’s Bristol Bay gillnetter features an impressive and roomy bridge.

The boat’s living space offers plenty of appeal.

weeks, with a few closures for salmon 
to escape upriver. The town of Naknek 
grows from a population of about 500 
people to around 30,000 during the fish-
ing season. So onboard accommodation  
is important.

This new Strongback boat is designed 
to fit four bunks in the hull and one in the 
wheelhouse. The forecastle also features a  
galley with refrigerator, microwave, cof-
fee maker, and sink. It is a bit of a design  
miracle but attractive and, for exhausted 
fishermen, plenty comfortable.

On the starboard side of the cabin a door 
opens from the deck. Inside is a heated gear 
locker that also has a head and shower. On 
the port side, a door leads up a short set of 
stairs to the wheelhouse or down a simi-
lar flight of stairs to the accommodations. 
Just inside this door are a set of controls 
for the refrigerated seawater system that 
is plumbed to the three fish holds on each 
side and one in the center, set amidships, 
with a total capacity of about 16,500 pounds  
of salmon.

In the hull, aft of the fish holds, the 
engine room contains the refrigeration sys-
tem and other auxiliary services, as well as 
an impressive power source.

Cummins power: A pair of Cummins 

QSC8.3 engines each generating 493 horse-
power at 2,600 rpm turn into ZF gears. The 
gears transfer that massive power to a pair 
of Ultrajet 340 HT drives.

Nearly 1,000 horsepower driving a pair 

of jet pumps will guarantee some impres-
sive speed with any hull. But the guys at 
Strongback, having built several of these 
hulls to this design, speak with confidence 
about the hulls’ light boat performance and 
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their ability to carry loads.
Rory’s dad is the founder of All American Marine and, through 

that firm, developed an association with the well-known New  
Zealand designer Nic de Waal of Teknicraft.

To maintain volume inside the nearly 16-foot beam, the beam at 
the chine is kept to 14.5 feet wide with only a small 12-degree dead-
rise at the stern. At the same time, the bow is given enough shape 
to handle the often choppy waters of Bristol Bay. Light boat speeds 
on sea trials were 30 knots.

All of this – accommodation and engine power – is designed to 
support the boat’s real job of catching fish.

Deck fixtures: A single permit in Bristol Bay allows a fisherman 
to use a 100-fathom-long gillnet. With two permits, the fisherman 
can add another 50 fathoms to make a 150-fathom net. Either quan-
tity of net could be handled by the 72-by-18-inch hydraulic net 
drum mounted just aft of the cabin.

At the stern, 11 feet from the net drum, a live roller leads over the 
transom. Fitted with a Warn hub, the roller can be set to freewheel, 
usual when hauling back, or to turn outboard when setting to keep 
tension on the net and prevent backlashes.

The long deck provides room for crews to quickly pick fish from 
the net while it is coming aboard at the same time as providing 
space for the fish before they are put into the holds. In heavy fish-
ing, the deck can also handle a sizable deckload while traveling to 
the tender to offload.

It is still a lot of money for a 32-foot boat like this, but the result 
is a high-performance craft with enough versatility to earn its keep 
in a variety of roles. It is also a boat that speaks to the demands and 
the excitement of the Bristol Bay sockeye fishery and to the kind of 
people it attracts.  

The Cummins QSC8.3 mains, at 493 horsepower each, supply  
ample power

BOATS AND GEAR
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A rendering of the new factory trawler America’s Finest, nearing completion at Dakota Creek Industries in Anacortes, Wash.

West Coast and Alaska shipyards have been busy building 
and upgrading vessels, ranging from combination boats 
to tenders to factory trawlers. Here are some highlights.

At the Dakota Creek Industries shipyard in Anacortes,  
Washington, America’s Finest, a 262-foot Norwegian-designed  
factory trawler, has been launched and is in the water.

The new vessel is being built for Fishermen’s Finest, a Kirk-
land, Washington-based company that operates factory trawlers  
in the North Pacific and Bering Sea. The designer is Skipsteknisk,  
of Norway.

The firm has gained attention for advancing the North Pacific  

by DANIEL MINTZ

New and improved
Regional shipyards stay hot with vessel construction  

and modification projects
fleet with state-of-the-art designs, also seen in recently built  
catcher-processor vessels such as the Araho and the Blue North.

As with those vessels, the America’s Finest has a labor-saving, 
automated freezer/factory system by Optimar, which has opera-
tions in Norway, Spain, and Seattle.

Teknotherm Marine, of Norway, was enlisted for the vessel’s  
cargo refrigeration plant, and Ibercisa supplied its electrically driven  
deck machinery.

A fuel-efficient power system from MAN Diesel & Turbo includes 
a 4,800-kilowatt output four-stroke diesel engine and a common rail 
engine control system.

AROUND THE YARDS
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The vessel is set for delivery to Fishermen’s Finest on Nov. 1.
Bay Weld Boats, of Homer, Alaska, is constructing the T/V  

St. Lawrence, a 62-foot tender, for Norton Sound Economic  
Development Corp.

The crab and salmon tender vessel is named for an island in the 
Norton Sound region, where it will be working. The boat’s design is 
tailored for the area.

“It’s a shallow-draft boat, so it’s made for our region because  
the Norton Sound is a relatively shallow body of water,” said Karl 
Erickson, NSEDC’s vessel manager. “This is not a boat that’s made 
for the high seas. It’s made for what we do.”

The new vessel is a “sister ship” to the T/V King Island, another 
NSEDC tender constructed by Bay Weld Boats, Erickson said. The  
St. Lawrence is 10 feet longer and will be “an easy boat to drive and 
a comfortable boat to live in.”

An important design feature is the location of the engine room. 
Installed at the vessel’s stern instead of under its cabin and wheel-
house, the engine room’s noise won’t affect crew members.

The vessel design also features relatively short propeller shafts to 
make maintenance easier and four fuel tanks with a total capacity of 
1,800 gallons.

The St. Lawrence’s refrigerated seawater holds will carry up to 
25,000 pounds of crab and 70,000 pounds of salmon. The new vessel 
is expected to start work in June.

Through its commercial seafood company, Norton Sound Seafood 
Products, NSEDC supports the fishing economy of the communities 
in the region. Its vessel construction projects further similar goals.

“These vessels are sourced out of Alaska, almost 100 percent,” 
Erickson said. “We are providing economic development to our 
region with our programs, and we are also pleased to be able to  
provide economic development for Alaska.”

Two fishing vessels are being built at Fred Wahl Marine  
Construction in Reedsport, Oregon.

A 47-foot crabbing vessel will be finished this fall, and a stout 
58-by-28.5-foot combination boat will be ready for delivery by the 
end of this year. The larger vessel is up for sale.

Wahl Marine also reports that its new facility on Bolon Island 
will soon expand its capabilities with a large building to house the  
company’s 685-ton travel lift. The added building will complement 
the facility’s fabrication and machine shop, haulout facility, and  
paint shop.

Platypus Marine Inc. in Port Angeles, Washington, is in the  
final stages of converting a 38-foot Sunnfjord cruiser into a  
crabbing vessel.

Purchased in Alaska, the F/V Choptank was brought to Platypus 
last fall.

“We removed the aft cabin and structure, added new fish holds, 
and raised the work deck,” said David Kane, Platypus marketing 
and sales manager.

The work includes installation of a crab pot puller and boom. 
Platypus also fabricated a mast and dry stack and converted the 
Choptank’s twin Cummins mains from wet to dry exhaust. Tim 
Nolan Marine Design was enlisted for design review.

Once the conversion is complete, the Choptank will get new paint 

Visit kodiakshipyard.com
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and be ready for launch in early May.
“It’s a cool project,” Kane said.
Other work at the Platypus yard includ-

ed shaft and propeller installation for the 
Jamie Marie, a 92-foot steel vessel out of  
Westport, Washington.

The Infinite Grace, a 58-foot fiberglass 
seiner from Sitka, was sanded, primed, and 
painted.

“They headed north immediately after 
launch and are definitely turning heads 
wherever they go,” Kane said.

La Conner Maritime Service in La  
Conner, Washington, is building two  
fiberglass Puget Sound crab boats.

Isaac Oczkewicz, La Conner’s general 
manager, said the 34-foot F/V Mistress is set 
for sea trials in mid-May, following a con-
struction phase that began in December.

The Mistress will be based in La Conner, 
and the second newbuild – a 32-foot vessel 
yet to be named – will moor in Marysville.

Both vessels are powered by Volvo Penta 
D6 mains and will reach cruise speeds of 18 
to 20 knots.

The 32-foot F/V Mjolner, a Bristol Bay 
salmon gillnetter, was headed to home 
port after La Conner refitted it with new  
insulation and a variety of mechanical 
upgrades.

La Conner is also building a 39-foot  
fiberglass coastal crabbing boat that will be 
up for sale once finished. Configured to pack 
about 16,000 pounds of crab, the vessel’s 
fiberglass work was done as of early April, 
and Oczkewicz said mechanical work will 
start once a sale is firmed up.

At Giddings Boatworks in Charleston, 
Oregon, the F/V Swell Rider, a 73-foot com-
bination vessel out of Astoria, is ready for 
launch after an extensive rebuild of its fish 
holds, propeller shafts, and reverse gear.

Giddings owner Ray Cox said the work 
also included electrical upgrades, rebuilding 
of the boat’s plumbing system, and a new 
paint job.

Also at Giddings, new shafts and bear-
ings were installed on the F/V Miss Pacific, 
an 86-foot combination boat out of Portland. 
Stainless steel lining also was installed on 
the boat’s stern ramp.  

Vigor Industrial announced a deal to 
purchase a drydock out of Korea. The  
company aims to have the drydock  
operational in Seattle by late fall.

“At 640 feet long with a clear width of 
116 feet, the new dock will be the third, 
and largest, at Vigor ’s Harbor Island  
shipyard,” Vigor said.  

AROUND THE YARDS
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Oroville Dam emergency 
spawns epic fish  
rescue effort
Like all Californians, NOAA Fisheries witnessed, with great 

alarm, the damage to the spillways at the Oroville Dam and 
the threat to human health and safety it posed.

When the Oroville emergency began on Feb. 7, we were  
immediately concerned for life and property, including our own 
staff, families, and friends who live in the communities down-
stream from the dam.

“Our first concern in any emergency is public safety, and that 
was always foremost in our minds during this crisis,” said Barry 
Thom, West Coast regional administrator for NOAA Fisher-
ies. “Once we knew people were safe, we were glad to lend our  
expertise in other ways – such as protecting the public investment 
in imperiled fish and the facilities that support them. The team-
work and coordinated response on behalf of the public and the 
resources were impressive, and we were proud to be a part of it.”

Vital hatchery downstream: About 4 miles downstream of the 
Oroville Dam is the Feather River Fish Hatchery, one of the most 
important fish hatcheries in California. It is the largest producer 
of California Central Valley fall-run Chinook salmon, a species 
that provides millions of dollars annually to the state’s economy 
through commercial and recreational fishing. The species also 
makes up about 60 percent of the fall-run Chinook salmon caught 
off the southern Oregon coast.

Knowing the long-term investments California and its partners 
have made in Feather River wildlife, we wanted to provide our 
expertise, specifically regarding Central Valley salmon and steel-
head, and support to the California Department of Water Resources 
(CDWR), the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), 
and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) as they 
organized to deal with the crisis.

Along with CDFW, we made our scientists available to CDWR 
and FERC to provide them with the best scientific information 
available on the fish in the river, recognizing that public safety 
always took precedence.

Besides supporting one of the largest Chinook salmon runs in 

Cleaning away mud and sediment at Feather River Hatchery. Photos by 
Andrew Hughan, CDFW 
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the state of California, the Feather River also sustains popula-
tions of threatened salmon, steelhead, and green sturgeon that 
are protected under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Notably, 
California Central Valley spring-run Chinook salmon produced at 
this hatchery are released in rivers across the region, including in 
places like the upper San Joaquin River, to support species recovery 
in places where these fish have historically thrived but have since 
gone extinct.

Record-setting precipitation in the Feather River watershed in 
January and February had caused Oroville Reservoir to fill rapidly. 
On Jan. 31, CDWR began spillway releases. Eight days later, the 
Oroville Dam spillway began to show signs of significant damage.

In the days that followed, soil erosion became a serious problem, 
pouring millions of cubic yards of debris and sediment into the 
Feather River. It became clear that the survival of fish at the Feather 
River Hatchery was at risk. The hatchery obtains its water directly 
from the Feather for operations.

Chinook transfer operation: NOAA Fisheries’ West Coast 
Region staff, in close cooperation with CDFW and CDWR, imme-
diately agreed to help rescue the hatchery fish and transport them 
a safe distance downstream to the Thermalito Annex Hatchery.  
This hatchery relies on a spring to furnish its water, so it was not 
affected by the silt in the Feather River.

“There was this sense of urgency and satisfaction as we all 
worked together to save these fish that are already facing an uphill 
battle to survive,” said Amanda Cranford, NOAA Fisheries biolo-
gist for the West Coast Region. “The coordination by California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife to transport the fish to Thermalito 
Annex on such short notice was amazing.”

In all, about 2 million spring-run Chinook salmon and about  
4.2 million fall-run Chinook salmon were transferred to the  
Thermalito Annex.

Fortunately, actions taken at the dam prevented a disaster, and 
CDWR quickly started working on a plan to assess the damage at 
the spillways. The agency began removing several million cubic 
yards of debris from the channel of the Feather River to prevent 
lasting damage to the Hyatt Powerhouse. It was critical to have the 
generators up and running again to produce power, deliver water 
for municipal and agricultural use, and provide stable instream 
flow in the river downstream before another large storm was due 
to arrive.

There were daily phone calls and continuous coordination 
among all parties, and NOAA Fisheries was deeply engaged with 
CDWR and other agencies, trying to assess options in real-time. It 
was during this assessment and planning phase of the emergency 
that NOAA Fisheries drafted recommendations for fish protections.

NOAA routinely coordinates with other agencies and entities 
during emergency situations, like the Oroville Dam situation, 
and NOAA Fisheries will often recommend measures to avoid or  
minimize adverse effects to ESA-listed species and critical habitat 
during such events.

The recommendations provided to CDWR and FERC were strict-
ly advisory – to be implemented only if possible and at the com-

From left to far right, releasing juvenile spring-run Chinook salmon from a California Department of Fish and Wildlife truck; removing stranded 
fish from an isolated pool near the Feather River; releasing juvenile Chinook back into raceways after counting. 
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plete discretion of emergency response per-
sonnel. NOAA Fisheries worked side by side 
with CDFW and CDWR to develop these 
measures, and at no point did developing or 
implementing the recommendations delay 
the ongoing emergency response aimed at 
protecting human life and property.

Stranded fish recovery: As the debris 
removal began and reservoir releases were 
stopped, the salmon in the Feather River 
were faced with the threat of becoming 
stranded in ponds and pools as the river 
receded.

Again, NOAA Fisheries, along with 
partners from CDFW, CDWR, and the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, worked together 
closely to deploy boats and staff to survey 
the stranding sites, rescue fish, and release 
them back into the river. Preliminary results 
show the group successfully recovered and 
returned to the river almost 1,400 salmon 
and 50 steelhead.

The first batch of 1 million spring-run 
Chinook rescued from the hatchery was 
released on March 20 as Oroville Dam 
ramped up its water releases once again.

Additional flows will provide good sur-
vival conditions for the salmon as they make 
their long journey to the ocean this year.

Personnel at the Feather River Hatchery 
were using shovels to clean out the silt and 
debris that infiltrated their facility, trying to 
make it ready for the adult salmon returning 
in the spring and fall.

The fish rescues at the Feather River Fish 
Hatchery and in the Feather River are an 
excellent example of effective communica-
tion, collaboration, and coordination to pro-
tect multiple resources during an emergency.

NOAA Fisheries will continue to 
work closely with CDFW and CDWR 
to support their continued emergency 
response efforts at the Oroville facility. 

In the coming weeks and months, emergen-
cy operations will transition to repair actions. 
This transition will bring new challenges 
that must be overcome to ensure repairs are  
completed. Protection of life and safety will  
continue to take precedence to make sure essential 
repairs are completed on time.

Longer term restoration of the water facilities 
and continued support for recovery of fish on the  
Feather River will take time as well as the dedication 
and commitment of many partners. NOAA Fisheries 
is committed to all elements of this recovery.  

– NOAA Fisheries
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SCIENCE by NED ROZELL

Nine years after it erupted, Kasatochi Island is just beginning to 
resemble its neighbors.

Kasatochi is a speck in the middle of the Aleutian chain between 
Dutch Harbor and Adak, about 75 miles east of the latter. The  
volcanic island had no modern history of erupting until August 
2008. In a few days that summer, the island changed from the lush 
green home of a quarter-million seabirds to a gray pile of ash.

Two biologists escaped the island aboard a fishing boat less than 
one hour before the eruption. The cabin in which they were living 
disappeared, vaporizing in a hurricane of hot gases and ash.

Following the eruption, Kasatochi seemed dead. Scientists  
visiting the island one year later searched for an hour before  
finding the first sprigs of vegetation. A few insects survived the 
eruption deep within rock folds, but Kasatochi was a quiet place 
that stank of sulfur.

The island was muddy and inhospitable, but scientists saw 
something there: a great opportunity to monitor the return of life to 
a place that reset itself in a most violent fashion.

Studiers of insects, plants, soils, and other features have tried to 
return each summer to document changes.

Jeff Williams, assistant refuge manager for the Alaska Maritime 
National Wildlife Refuge based in Homer, is a biologist who visited 

Kasatochi many times 
before it erupted and 
had his boots in the mud 
shortly after.

He said the island’s res-
urrection is progressing 
to the point where certain 
seabirds are perhaps as 
abundant as they were 
before the eruption.

Auklet drama: The 
biologists who narrowly 
escaped Kasatochi – Ray 
Buchheit and Chris Ford 
– were there to study auk-
lets as refuge scientists 
had for years. Auklets 
are hand-size seabirds 
that are so numerous on 
some Aleutian islands 
they fill the air like  
pepper flakes swirling on 
a breeze.

Before the eruption, Kasatochi’s rock crevices were home to 
about 250,000 crested and least auklets.

During the August 2008 eruption, 20 percent of eggs and chicks 
in the rocks were “entombed,” Williams said. Most of the adults, 
with the ability to reluctantly fly from the shaking, crumbling 
island, survived.

Hot ash blanketed all the cracks where the birds lay eggs. When 

Life returns to an 
Aleutian island 
destroyed by eruption

Williams returned to the gritty island one year after the eruption, 
he saw auklet foot scratches on the gray surface and a few eggs  
that had rolled into the water. He estimated nesting success the 
eruption summer as zero.

But days, weeks, and years passed. Aleutian storms gradually 
washed grit into the ocean, revealing the rocky structure beneath. 
Columns of basalt tumbled. The cracks reappeared. And, nine 
years after their habitat was destroyed, so have the auklets.

“Each year it’s almost like an order of magnitude greater,”  
Williams said of the auklets’ nesting success. “Year one there were 
none. Year two there were tens of birds, followed by hundreds of 
birds in 2010 and low thousands of birds in 2011. The year after 
that there were tens of thousands.”

A good place: As the island eroded from smooth to bumpy,  
the auklets, which spend most of their year in the Bering Sea,  
were ready.

“The birds were super attuned to really take advantage of that,” 
Williams said. “Lots of birds knew Kasatochi was a good place. It’s 
close to Atka Pass where they forage.”

Other birds, like land-dwelling Lapland longspurs, have not 
returned to the island. And Kasatochi still looks barren compared 
with any other Aleutian Island except the erupting Bogoslof.

The return of the auklets is one of the first stages of Kasatochi 
resembling a mature island covered with knee-high grasses.

“The auklet colony kept growing, and you could see it green-
ing up, the algae starting up on the rocks from the birds’ feces,”  
Williams said. “They are giving it a nitrogen injection.”

Ned Rozell is a science writer for the University of Alaska Fairbanks  
Geophysical Institute.

Biologist Jeff Williams on Kasatochi Island one year after its 2008  
eruption. Ned Rozell photo

Least and crested auklets, seabirds that 
live in and around the Aleutian Islands. 
Cornelius Schlawe photo
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LOOKING BACK by ANJULI GRANTHAM

Salmon, not whales, at the Orca Cannery in Cordova
Salmon made the human geography of much of coastal Alaska. 

For Native Alaskans, salmon runs spawned fish camps and  
villages. When the United States purchased Alaska, white  
newcomers established salteries and canneries at these traditional 
fishing places. Some of these processing plants grew into year-
round villages, which then turned into towns.

Cordova is one such town.
In 1889, the Pacific Steam Whaling Co. constructed the Orca 

Cannery on the Odiak Slough in present-day Cordova, which was 
then called Eyak. In 1895, the cannery relocated 4 miles north.

Eyak was renamed Cordova in 1906, when Copper River  
and Northwestern Railway moved in to the old Odiak cannery 
buildings and started building a railroad from Cordova to the  
Kennicott mine. The town became a supply and transport cen-
ter for the productive copper mine, but from its very beginning,  
Cordova has been a fishing town.

Orca seems a curious name for a cannery, and the Pacific Steam 
Whaling Co. is an even stranger moniker for a salmon business. 
While no whales were canned at Orca, these names are indicative 
of what first brought the business to Alaska. The Pacific Steam 
Whaling Co. started in San Francisco in 1883, financed by men who 
made their money during the California Gold Rush. The company 
used steamships to hunt for bowhead whales in the Pacific. Pacific 
Steam’s whaling fleet is credited with discovering the whaling 
grounds off Herschel Island.

The turn to salmon: But by the late 1880s, the whaling industry 
was in serious decline due to overhunting. The company turned 
its attention toward another Alaska aquatic resource and founded 
the Orca Cannery near Cordova. In Prince William Sound, enough 
people moved to Orca Cannery from the village of Nuchek to 
turn Orca into the major port within the Sound. The company 
too expanded, and within a decade, Pacific Steam either built or 
bought additional canneries in Nushagak, Chignik, Hunter Bay on 
Prince of Wales Island, Kenai, and Uyak Bay on Kodiak Island. It 
also operated a facility on the Copper River Delta.

In 1901, the Pacific Steam Whaling Co. sold its canneries to 
Pacific Packing and Navigation Co., a brand-new enterprise that 
purchased 18 canneries in Alaska and seven in Puget Sound  
during the first year of its existence. With such production capacity, 
it rivaled the Alaska Packers Association.

APA took note of this and slashed the price for canned pink 

salmon. Most of Pacific Packing’s canneries 
were in pink salmon country (Southeast Alas-
ka), while APA dominated the land of sock-
eyes to the north and west.

Sockeyes and the APA won the battle. With 
only one salmon season under its belt, Pacific Packing folded and 
retreated to bankruptcy. Northwestern Fisheries Inc. purchased 
many of the canneries, including Orca. Subsequent owners were 
Pacific American Fisheries and New England Fish Co.

Working at Orca: Cordova grew into a substantial town (by 
Alaska standards). No road connected the cannery to town, just a 
weekly boat trip. The isolation doesn’t indicate that it was a boring 
place, though.

Alice Reyser, originally from Cordova but now a Kodiak  
resident, worked at Orca in the early 1960s and recalls with a smile 
her time at the cannery.

At the NEFCO plant, Reyser 
usually worked on the reform-
er, the machine that converted 
flat cans into cylinders. But 
one day, she was moved to the 
sealer, which places the lids on 
the cans. While the machine 
slowly worked, she pulled a 
bobby pin from her hair and 
scratched “Write me,” with her 
address, onto the surface of 
several of the lids. Much to her 
surprise, she received a letter in 
the mail from a man in North  
Carolina nearly a year later.

The Great Alaska Earth-
quake of 1964 caused uplift in 
Prince William Sound, meaning 

that the land around Cordova shot upwards, drying out clam beds 
and reconfiguring much of the coastline. Suddenly, land existed 
where before it did not, and Orca could be connected to Cordova 
by a road.

Chugach Alaska Fisheries was the last company to process  
salmon at Orca. It closed soon after the Exxon Valdez oil spill. 
Today, Orca Cannery is the Orca Adventure Lodge. A banya (or 
sauna) on site is made from an old fish trap watchman’s cabin, and 
guests gather for meals within the old mess hall.

Anjuli Grantham is a public historian, writer, and producer based in 
Alaska. Read more of her work at anjuligrantham.com.

Orca salmon can label. Image courtesy of Karen Hofstad
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Strong catch: Purse seiners took a total of 13,883 tons of herring 
in March during the Sitka Sound sac roe fishery. The result was 
close to the preseason quota of 14,649 ton.

The catch came over four openings occurring from March 19  
to March 27. The third opening, on March 25, was the most  
productive with a haul of 5,017 tons.

Nearly 50 seine boats take part in the Sitka fishery, which is 
notoriously competitive. This season, Alaska Wildlife Troop-
ers on March 25 investigated a collision between two seiners, the 
F/V Crimson Beauty and the F/V Sara Dawn. Both vessels were  
damaged, but no one was injured, the troopers said. They planned 

to turn the investigation over to the U.S. Coast Guard for possible 
navigation rules violations.

The herring are valued chiefly in Asia for their roe, or eggs. 
Information on prices paid to fishermen this year was not readily 
available by press time.

      
Bristol Bay processing capacity: Bristol Bay in Southwest 

Alaska is the scene of the world’s largest sockeye harvest, and the 
fish can hit fast and hard, overwhelming processors and forcing 
delivery limits for fishermen.

Such limits have caused a lot of grumbling in the past, as  
fishermen obviously can’t make money sitting idle on the beach.

This year, a fairly large harvest of 27.5 million sockeye is  
expected at Bristol Bay.

Will processors be ready to handle them?
They should be, provided the fish arrive at a reasonably  

even pace.

by WESLEY LOYALASKA NOTEBOOK
Seine fleet bags 13,883 tons of herring at Sitka

Alaska Gov. Bill Walker shakes hands with Chinese President Xi Jinping, whose 
plane made a refueling stop April 7 in Anchorage following his summit with 
President Trump in Florida. “China is one of our largest trading partners,” said 
Walker, who talked up Alaska opportunities in oil and gas, tourism, air cargo, 
minerals, and fish. China is Alaska’s largest seafood export market in terms 
of tonnage and value, with export value averaging more than $900 million 
annually in 2011-15, according to an analysis prepared for the Alaska Seafood 
Marketing Institute. “Most of Alaska’s exports to China consists of frozen H&G 
(headed/gutted) fish, which are then filleted in China where labor costs are  
considerably lower,” the analysis said. Alaska governor’s office photo

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
conducted a survey of the bay’s 12 main  
processors, who indicated their intent to buy 
36.3 million sockeye, well above the forecast 
harvest of 27.5 million.

The survey estimated a maximum daily processing capacity of 
about 2.4 million fish.

The survey report is available online at tinyurl.com/mr4dmjk.
      

Troll trouble: Southeast Alaska trollers received discouraging 
news April 10 when the Department of Fish and Game announced 

a 2017 quota of 154,880 treaty Chinook salmon, a big 
decline from last year’s 263,197.

      
New hatchery chief: Last month, we brought you the 

news that Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corp.’s long-
time general manager, Dave Reggiani, was retiring.

Now PWSAC, based in Cordova, has named Timothy 
Joyce as interim GM. He was to start May 1 and remain 
until PWSAC hires a permanent GM.

A former Cordova mayor, Joyce was a hatchery manager 
for Kodiak Regional Aquaculture Association and later 
held biologist and ecologist positions with the Department 
of Fish and Game and the U.S. Forest Service before his 
retirement in 2015, PWSAC said.

      
Electronic monitoring: Slowly but surely, federal regu-

lators are advancing a revolution in the way fisheries are 
observed in Alaska.

The traditional way has involved sending out human 
observers – trained biologists – on commercial fishing  
vessels to collect catch data.

Now the National Marine Fisheries Service is proposing 
to “integrate electronic monitoring into the North Pacific 
Observer Program.”

The impetus for EM was the restructuring of the observ-
er program in 2013, when for the first time observers were 
placed on smaller vessels of 40 to 60 feet and on boats  
fishing halibut in Alaska.

Putting another person aboard small boats can present 
problems.

“Small boat owners said they did not have the space in 
the boat or on their life raft for the observer,” NMFS said in 

a March 22 news release. “They advocated for the choice to use an 
EM system instead of carrying an observer.”

An EM system uses cameras and associated sensors to record 
and monitor commercial fishing. Boat owners worked with NMFS 
and the North Pacific Fishery Management Council to develop  
the technology.

“The EM systems developed can effectively identify almost 
all species or species groupings required for management,”  
NMFS said.

Participation in EM would be voluntary, but not all ves-
sels would be eligible, the agency said. Fishermen could apply  
each year, and NMFS would randomly pick boats from an EM 
selection pool.

Check back for more details on EM implementation.

Wesley Loy is editor of Pacific Fishing magazine and producer of  
Deckboss, a blog on Alaska commercial fisheries.
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by MICHEL DROUINBRITISH COLUMBIA
Tendering through a busy, and tragic, herring season

Larry Sjoberg’s crew unloads gillnet -caught herring onto the tender Ocean 
Royal off Cape Lazo. Michel Drouin photo

I was on standby for herring season when Mike Frost at the 
Canadian Fishing Co. called me up March 1 and said, “Can you be 
down on the boat at 8 tomorrow for safety orientation?”

The next morning, I drove to the CFC plant at the foot of Gore 
Avenue in Vancouver and boarded the 60-foot herring tender 
Ocean Royal, a boat I knew well. I was aboard her for five months 
in 2013 on a marine mammal charter.

The crew this trip was Capt. Wayne Rouillard, a veteran salmon 
and tuna fisherman; mate Brian Muench, with whom I’d sailed  
on numerous boats; and newcomer Joe Middleton, from New 
Brunswick, as engineer. I was the cook/deckhand.

We did the safety orientation with CFC safety manager Bob Hall, 
and then Wayne, Joe, and I ran the boat over to Steveston in the 
entrance to the Fraser River while Brian drove his truck to meet us.

The next day, Wayne and Joe ran upriver for ice and water.
On Saturday morning, March 4, I brought groceries down to the 

boat and we sailed for the Strait of Georgia herring opening on 
Vancouver Island.

Taking on fish: We got over to Parksville, where we were to take 
fish. We anchored at 8:25 p.m. and shortly afterwards started get-
ting herring punts (the small, open aluminum boats used in the 
gillnet fishery).

The night passed in a flurry of activity. By 2:30 Sunday morning, 
we had 38 tons on board.

A punt came in and I heard somebody say my name. I didn’t rec-
ognize the crewman covered in herring scales at first, but then real-
ized it was Gerald Sjoberg, whom I had known since high school 
and then in Sointula, where we worked on seiners.

We got about two hours’ sleep, took a few more punts, and then 
by 8:05 Sunday morning we were loaded and headed for town.

We unloaded 76 tons at Orca Seafoods in the north arm of the 
Fraser River, then ran around to the ice barge at the place we call 
the Rice Mill in the main stem of the Fraser.

Monday, March 6, found us heading back to the Vancouver 

Island shore collecting from gillnetters again.
Tragedy strikes: We anchored near the 

village of Bowser, and around 4:50 p.m. we 
heard reports that a boat had gone down and 
one man was missing.

The wooden seiner Miss Cory had 30 tons aboard and started 
taking on water and capsized. Four men had survived, but the boat 
had gone down suddenly with a man in the engine room. He was 
identified as Mel Rocchio, 51, from Alert Bay.

It was terrible news, the worst in a herring season since Glenn 
Arkko died in similar circumstances on the B.C. Safari in 2006 and 
Pat Alfred died when the Westisle overturned during the food her-
ring fishery in 2008.

Later that day, we were near Deep Bay and preparing to take 
fish from another punt – with Joe lowering the hook with the scale 
down to pick up the brailer full of herring – when I heard some-

body say, “Is that Michel?”
It was Larry Sjoberg, Gerald’s brother, another fellow I 

went to high school with. Thinking about it later, I real-
ized it had been 49 years since we first met in high school 
in Port McNeill. We had a few seconds to visit between 
brailers as we unloaded his skiff. We took a few other skiffs 
and then headed in to anchor in Deep Bay as it was fixing 
to blow. Wayne bought some oysters off an oyster farmer 
going by in a skiff.

Staying busy: The weather went down and by morn-
ing on Wednesday, March 8, we were anchored off Cape 
Lazo, assigned to take more fish from Larry Sjoberg’s punt. 
He kept us busy most of the day with frequent deliver-
ies into the next day. The wind came up, and there were 
a few scary moments when the swells made the almost 
2,000-pound net brailers swing back and forth as Joe lifted 
them out of the aluminum punt.

Larry gave us a couple of rockfish, so I made a black 
bean rockfish and vegetable stir fry for lunch. He gave us 
some urchins, too, and Wayne showed me how to crack 
them open and eat the roe raw.

With 67 tons on board, we ran north of Cape Lazo to 
take fish from Len Carr and his gillnet crew off the West-
view #1. One of his crewmen, Alec Vukic, is a friend, and 
we had a quick chat. Alec lives in my neighborhood and 

is a busy crewman, involved in every fishery he can work in. I’ve 
seen him on the deck of a hake trawler, a prawn boat, and a salmon 
gillnetter.

Just after midnight, Friday, March 10, we were back in the Fraser 
River heading in to deliver at the Rice Mill.

We delivered about 71 tons and ran to Steveston, where a tech-
nician dealt with some electronics issues in the chart plotter and I 
took the mate’s truck to restock with groceries.

We left Steveston and at 1:51 in the morning of Saturday, March 
11, we headed to the seiner Western Princess and its partner vessel, 
the Argent Fisher, to get a load of seine herring. There were a lot of 
sea lions around but not so many in the net that they ruined the set, 
which happened to a lot of seiners this season.

Minor miscue: By 5:35 a.m., we had 75 tons of herring aboard 
and were ready to head for town when things went sideways for 
a few minutes.

Continued on Page 34
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MID-COAST REPORT by KATIE FRANKOWICZ

Oregon, Washington seek alignment on Columbia policy
Gillnet fight: It’s been back and forth and back and forth again 

for Washington and Oregon gillnetters hoping to fish the Columbia 
River this year.

For the second time in two months, the Oregon Fish and  
Wildlife Commission changed Oregon harvest rules intended to 
reform how fisheries proceed on the river.

Under a reform plan put in motion in 2012, gillnetting was  
supposed to be completely phased off the river this year.

The Oregon commission decided in January, however, to allow 
limited gillnetting back on the Columbia River mainstem. This 
put Oregon at odds with Washington, whose commission has  
proceeded more or less on pace with what had been outlined in the 
Columbia River reform plan championed by former Oregon Gov. 
John Kitzhaber.

Oregon’s decision upset angling groups, who said the Oregon 
commission was backpedaling on promises made under the “Kitzha-
ber plan,” and prompted a letter from current Oregon Gov. Kate 
Brown asking the commission to revisit the plan.

The states manage the river’s fisheries jointly, and fishery man-
agers and fishermen worried what the difference in direction could 
mean in the summer and fall when Oregon planned to allow limited 
gillnetting on the river’s mainstem. Washington, in January, ruled 
that it would allow limited gillnetting in the fall but would remove 
gillnets in the spring and summer fisheries.

In mid-March, the Oregon commission made several adjustments 
to its January decision.

The January decision gave anglers 70 percent of the spring  
Chinook allocation of allowable Endangered Species Act impacts and 
gave commercial gillnetters 30 percent. This was adjusted to an 80-20 
split.

Oregon also will allow commercial gillnetters to use tangle net 
gear on the mainstem if there are remaining impact balances in the 
May run update. Here, Oregon will differ from Washington, which 
allows gillnetting in the spring on the Columbia mainstem.

Where the two states will line up again is on summer  
Chinook. Neither state will allow large-mesh gillnets in the mainstem  
commercial fisheries.

These and other changes by the Oregon commission apparently 
met with Brown’s approval, even though the two states were still on 
slightly different tracks.

      
Winter fisheries: Fishermen working in select areas off 

the  Columbia River  mainstem on 
the Oregon side landed 169 spring  
Chinook as of March 27, according to the  
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.

The 2017 mainstem commercial smelt  
fishery on the Columbia River rounded out with 5,090 pounds at the 
end of February.

      
Salmon outlook: Poor ocean conditions are to blame for updat-

ed forecasts predicting low runs for nearly all the salmon and  
steelhead runs to the Columbia River and along the West Coast.

Fishery managers expected the biggest declines to be felt south  
of Cape Falcon (near Cannon Beach, Oregon, miles below the  
Columbia River).

Meanwhile, coastal fishing north of Cape Falcon could be severely 
limited due to low run expectations for wild coho salmon.

      
Dungeness roundup: By the end of March, coastal commercial 

crabbers (excluding tribal crabbers) had landed 14.9 million pounds 
into Washington since the season opened in January, according  
to early estimates from the Washington Department of Fish  
and Wildlife.

These are some of the best landings seen since 2012, said WDFW 
coastal shellfish manager Dan Ayres.

“It’s definitely been a strong season,” he said.
The latest numbers available for commercial Dungeness landings 

into Oregon came to 18.4 million pounds as of March 10, with an 
average price of $3.17 per pound. Historically, in Oregon, season 
totals have ranged from 21.1 million pounds (in the 2010-11 season) 
to a mere 8 million pounds in the dismal 2014-15 season.

The past few seasons have been plagued by high levels of 
domoic acid, which have delayed season openings or forced  
closures mid-season.

This season, the naturally occurring marine toxin was a less  
devastating presence off the Oregon and Washington coasts.

The toxin briefly shut down a portion of the Oregon coast, roughly 
from Coos Bay to Florence, early in the season. But these areas were 
open again by early February.

Both states have closely monitored marine toxin levels in crabs 
throughout the season.

Near the end of March, U.S. Sen. Maria Cantwell, D-Wash.,  
visited the Port of Ilwaco to talk more about a crab bill she hopes 

to see pass this spring. The bill would perma-
nently extend a tri-state fishery management 
agreement between Oregon, Washington, and 
California. The states negotiate seasons under 
this agreement.

The Chinook Observer, a local newspa-
per, reported Cantwell also hoped to gather 
community input as reauthorization of the 
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act approaches.

      
Contact: As always, if there’s something 

you’d like to see more of here, something I 
got wrong, or a story you think I should hear, 
email me at mid.coast.katie@gmail.com.

Katie Frankowicz reports from Astoria, Ore.

 m Facebook Photo Contest m
Check out the event on Pacific Fishing Magazine’s  

Facebook page for more details.

www.facebook.com/PacificFishing
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SOUTHERN CLIMES by DANIEL MINTZ 

Whale entanglements set record in 2016
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Mainly California’s problem: A recently released federal report 
on West Coast whale entanglements shows that 71 cases were logged 
in 2016, the highest annual total since record keeping began in 1982.

The cause of the peak can’t be pinpointed. The National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration report states that the increase likely 
reflects a variety of factors, including changes in whale abundance 
and distribution.

Changes in human activity such as fishing also are relevant, along 
with more thorough reporting efforts, according to NOAA.

Most of the entanglements were off the California coast, with 
66 reported. Oregon and Washington each had one entanglement 
report. Two entanglements were reported off Baja, Mexico, and one 
was reported in British Columbia, but those incidents were linked to 
Dungeness crab gear from California.

Forty-eight of the reports were definitively confirmed through 
photographs or other documentation. Of those, 22 were associated 
with specific types of fishing gear, mostly Dungeness crab gear.

Most of the cases had unknown outcomes. There were no  
documented cases of deaths due to entanglement.

Entanglements are reported to be largely California’s problem, and 
the state has responded accordingly. In 2015, the California Dunge-
ness Crab Fishing Gear Working Group was launched. It has promot-
ed a variety of “best practices,” such as minimizing buoy line lengths.

The state’s Whale Protection and Crab Gear Retrieval Act was 
signed into law in the fall of 2016. It gives fishermen incentives for 
retrieving derelict gear and requires the original owners to buy  
it back.

Though 2016 established a record high for entanglements,  
California is said to be making progress in 2017. During a March 28 
state legislative hearing, Charles Bonham, director of the California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), told lawmakers that the 
number of reported entanglements is dropping.

      
Dungeness bounty: Though affected by staggered openings and a 

late December price strike, California’s Dungeness crab season likely 
will be in line with the $60 million average value seen in recent years.

At press time in early April, the CDFW reported that over 17 mil-
lion pounds of crab valued at about $52 million had been landed, 
mostly from November through January.

February and March tallies were preliminary, and many boats 
had already pulled their gear for the season. But Pete Kalvass, the 
CDFW’s Dungeness specialist, said there were still a lot of traps in the 
water and another 4 to 5 million pounds are expected to be landed.

Landings were split more or less evenly between the northern and 
central regions of the state, with Crescent City emerging as a leading 
port with a 5.6-million-pound haul.

The landings already surpass those seen last season, which  
produced about 12 million pounds. But the 2015-16 season was dras-
tically delayed due to domoic acid contamination from algal blooms.

      
Preparing for disaster: California Sen. Mike McGuire opened  

a March 29 hearing of the Joint Committee on Fisheries and  
Aquaculture by saying “our … fishery right now is in trouble.”

The most immediate concern is what McGuire described as 
“unprecedented low numbers” of fall-run Chinook salmon returning 
to the Klamath and Trinity rivers.

The commercial salmon season for the Klamath Management Zone 
from southern Oregon to north of Shelter Cove will be closed this 
year, and Eureka fisherman David Bitts, president of the Pacific Coast 
Federation of Fishermen’s Associations, said fishing in other areas 
will be closed early or limited to “scraps” below Point Arena.

Restrictive salmon season alternatives 
included a coastwide closure, and Bitts said 
“the odds are excellent that this is going to be a 
disaster season by the federal standard.”

Bitts also said, however, that even a restricted 
season would have value. He said that last year, salmon were worth 
about $100 apiece at the docks.

“As California’s troll salmon adviser, I feel it’s my duty to go for 
every bit of fishing that we can get and hope that some people will 
make enough out of that to get through this year,” Bitts said.

The committee will hold another hearing in May to review the  
status of the state’s salmon stocks.

      
Sardine population slide: Another aspect of the “trouble” 

McGuire referenced was the likely closure of the sardine season – 
which has been closed for the last two years.

The season would start July 1, but preliminary sardine biomass 
estimates fell well under the 150,000-metric-ton level necessary for a 
green light to commercial fishing.

The cause of the lingering biomass depression is under debate. 
Fishery managers say that environmental conditions are affecting 
sardine abundance, as they have done in the past.

The Oceana environmental advocacy group argues that  
overfishing has intensified the population decline.

At press time, the Pacific Fishery Management Council was  
deliberating on the fishery’s status. The council also was set to 
approve the state’s commercial Chinook salmon season.

Daniel Mintz reports from Eureka, Calif.
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PACIFIC FISHING  classifieds
Boats/Permits/IFQs

  

FisherySpecies Asking Price* Offer*

Prices in MAY vary in accordance with market conditions. *In thousands
+ denotes an increase from last month. N/A denotes No Activity.
– denotes a decrease from last month.

By Mike Painter and the Permit Master

State 
Value*

Alaska Entry Permit Prices
(as of 5-1-17)

Gillnet: Bay permit sales have held steady in the mid $130s for the past couple 
months. A SE permit just listed below $90k for the first time is several months. 
PWS permits briefly dropped below $160k. Cook Inlet permits rebounded to the 
mid $40s. No recent activity in Area M permits.

Seine: New listings of SE permits were coming on the market at around $220k.  
There are a couple of buyers at that price. Recent sales PWS permits at $160k 
have moved out all the permits at that price. Low asking prices are $170k+ now. A 
Kodiak permit dropped to $29k in April. Nothing new in Area M.

Troll: New listings of Power troll permits in the low $30s are moving. Hand troll 
permits have had some recent interest at around $10k, but no sales so far.

BOX  score

 SALMON

 S SE DRIFT 88- 85 83.3-

 S PWS DRIFT 158- 156- 143.6+

 S COOK INLET DRIFT 48+ 44+ 38.1-

 S AREA M DRIFT 110 100 102.5

 S BRISTOL BAY DRIFT 135 135 131.1-

 S SE SEINE 220+ 220+ 163.4

 S PWS SEINE 175 160 143.7

 S COOK INLET SEINE 59 50 68.3

 S KODIAK SEINE 29- 28- 29-

 S CHIGNIK SEINE 145 130 167.2

 S AREA M SEINE 60 50 57.4

 S YAKUTAT SET 16 12 16.6

 S COOK INLET SET 18 16 15.7+

 S AREA M SET NET 57 50 57.3

 S BRISTOL SET NET 39- 36 36.1+

 S LOWER YUKON 9 8 9.9

 S POWER TROLL 32 31- 34.3-

 S HAND TROLL 10- 9.5 9.5+

 HERRING

 H SE GILLNET 12 N/A 13.4

 H KODIAK GILLNET 5 3 5

 H SITKA SEINE 325 240+ 248.8+

 H PWS SEINE 20 16 30.9

 H COOK INLET SEINE 10 8 16.8

 H KODIAK SEINE 21 20 30.3

 H SE POUND SOUTH 25 24 27.6

 H SE POUND NORTH 30 25 43.1

 H PWS POUND 5 3 3.5

 SHELLFISH

 S SE DUNGY 75 POT 18 17 15.3

 S SE DUNGY 150 POT 39 36 38.8

 S SE DUNGY 225 POT 55 50 55.3

 S SE DUNGY 300 POT 80 70 56.9

 S SE POT SHRIMP 22 20 18.4

 S KODIAK TANNER <60 24 22 29.7

 S PUGET SOUND DUNGY 165 165+ N/A

 S WASHINGTON DUNGY 2,500-6,500/FT 2,000-4,500/FT N/A

 S OREGON DUNGY 2,500-6,500/FT 2,000-4,500/FT N/A

 S CALIFORNIA DUNGY 300-800/POT 250-700/POT N/A

 SE ALASKA DIVE

 SE AK Dive URCHIN 4 4 3+

 SE AK Dive CUCUMBER 28 23 28.5-

 SE AK Dive GEODUCK 70+ 50 62.5

Your
trusted
source.

Here to Help You Grow

We support fisheries and agriculture with 
reliable, consistent credit and financial 
services, today and tomorrow.

· Vessels

·  Quotas 

· Operating Lines of Credit

· Residential and Lot Loans

· Young and Beginning Fishermen

206.691.2000 | northwestfcs.com/fisheries
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Halibut & Sablefish IFQ Prices
Recent market activity in halibut and sablefish quota shares

Species
Regulatory

Area
Vessel 

Category*
Poundage 
(thousands)

Status 
(blocked/

unblocked)

Ask
(per pound) 

Low High

Offer
(per pound) 

Low High

NOTE:  Halibut prices reflect net weight, sablefish round weight. Pricing for leased shares  
 is expressed as a percentage of gross proceeds. ** Too few to characterize.

*Vessel Categories: A = freezer boats B = over 60’ C = 35’-60’ D = < 35’

By Mike Painter and the Permit Master

Blocked and unblocked 2C listing for $70+ and moving. 3A unblocked moving in 
the mid to upper $60s. Blocks are going in the mid $50s. Blocked 3B is moving at 
right around the mid $40s. Unblocked 3B…closer to $50. 4A blocks still moving in 
the low to mid $20s. Not much going on in the rest of area 4 so far.

SE Sablefish will go for $30, if you can find it. Only a few blocks of WY are avail-
able. No unblocked CG available and blocks are $22 and up. Small blocks of WG 
are coming on the market at $13. A couple new listings in AI at the same prices. 
Nothing new in BS.

 H 2C D 1-10 B 60.00-64.00 58.00-62.00

 H 2C C/B 1-3 B 66.00-70.00 65.00-68.00

 H 2C C/B 4-10 B 68.00-72.00 66.00-68.00

 H 2C C/B ANY U 72.00-75.00 68.00-72.00

 H 2C A  B/U 75.00 72.00

 H 3A D  B/U 52.00-58.00 50.00-54.00

 H 3A C/B 1-5 B 52.00-56.00 50.00-55.00

 H 3A C/B 5-10 B 56.00-60.00 54.00-58.00

 H 3A C/B >10 U 65.00-66.00 65.00-66.00

 H 3A A  B/U 70.00 68.00

 H 3B D  B 30.00-36.00 30.00-35.00

 H 3B C/B 1-10 B 46.00-50.00 44.00-46.00

 H 3B C/B >10 U 50.00 48.00-49.00

 H 3B A  B/U N/A 50.00

 H 4A D  B/U 16.00-24.00 14.00-18.00

 H 4A C/B 1-10 B 23.00-26.00 22.00-25.00

 H 4A C/B >10 B 26.00-28.00 24.00-26.00

 H 4A C/B >10 U 30.00-32.00 24.00-26.00

 H 4B/C/D C/B 1-10 B 12.00-20.00 10.00-15.00

 H 4B/C/D C/B >10 B/U 20.00-25.00 15.00-16.00

 S SE C/B 1-10 B 24.00-27.00 22.00-24.00

 S  SE C/B >10 U 29.00-30.00 28.00-29.00

 S SE A  B/U 32.00 30.00

 S WY C/B 1-10 B 24.00-27.00 24.00-26.00

 S  WY C/B >10 U 28.00-30.00 28.00-29.00

 S WY A  B/U 30.00 30.00

 S CG C/B 1-10 B 22.00-25.00 18.00-22.00

 S CG C/B >10 U 26.00-28.00 23.00-24.00

 S CG A  B/U 32.00 30.00

 S WG C/B 1-10 B 12.00-13.00 9.00-12.00

 S WG C/B >10 B 13.00-15.00 10.00-12.00

 S WG C/B/A >10 U 15.00-18.00 12.00-16.00

 S AI C/B/A  B/U   1.00-4.00 .50-2.00

 S BS C/B  B/U 1.50-5.00 .75-3.00

 S BS A  B/U 4.00-6.00 3.00-4.00

Alaska Boats & Permits, Inc.

www.alaskaboat.com
alaskaboats@gmail.com

Homer, Alaska

IFQs • PERMITS • VESSELS
FULL SERVICE MARINE BROKERAGE

(800) 992-4960 • (907) 235-4966

FULL SERVICE MARINE BROKERAGE

 235-4966

HOMER
MARINE
TRADES
ASSOCIATION

WWW.HOMERMARINETRADES.COMWWW.HOMERMARINETRADES.COM

Choose
 Homer for
  Your Boat
   Work

Homer
59 36'02oN
151 24'34oW



PARTIAL LIST/CALL IF YOU DON’T SEE IT!

PACIFIC FISHING classifieds

LISTINGS WANTED!!!

IFQ: ALL AREAS
BOATS: ALL KINDS

PERMITS: ALL TYPES  
 

JOIN OUR LIST OF
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

CALL TODAY.
 

BUYERS ARE WAITING.

www.permitmaster.com

—IFQ—

NEW LISTINGS DAILY. CALL FOR QUOTES  
OR CHECK OUT OUR COMPLETE LIST  

ON THE WEB — $/F = FISHED

CALL FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF VESSELS FOR SALE
INCLUDING MANY BOAT/PERMIT PACKAGES

Toll Free: 888-588-1001

4315 N. 8th St., Tacoma, WA 98406

  
  

ONLINE @ www.permitmaster.com Email: vessels@permitmaster.com Fax: 360-293-4180

IFQs • VESSELS • PERMITS
E X C E P T I O N A L  F U L L  S E R V I C E  B R O K E R A G E

— PERMITS —

THE PERMIT MASTER

HERRING
SITKA SEINE ...................................WANTED
PWS SEINE .......................................... $21K
COOK INLET SEINE ............................... $11K
KODIAK SEINE ...................................... $21K
SE GILLNET PKG .................................. $12K
KODIAK GILLNET .................................... $5K
NORTON SOUND .................................... $2k
HOONAH POUND .....................................N/A
CRAIG POUND .................................WANTED
PWS POUND ...........................................N/A
SALMON 
S.E. DRIFT ............................................ $90K
PWS DRIFT ........................................ $170K
COOK INLET DRIFT ..................................N/A
COOK INLET SET ...........................$50K/PKG
AREA M DRIFT ................................... $115K
AREA M SET ...........................................N/A
BBAY DRIFT ....................................... $135K
BBAY SET............................................. $45K
SE SEINE ........................................... $220K
PWS SEINE ........................................ $170K
COOK INLET SEINE ............................... $87K
KODIAK SEINE ...................................... $29K
CHIGNIK SEINE ................................... $230K
AREA M SEINE ..................................... $60K

POWER TROLL ..................................... $32K
HAND TROLL ........................................ $10K
PUGET SOUND DRIFT ........................... $19K
PUGET SOUND SEINE .............. $160K W/NET
SHELLFISH
SE DUNGY 300 POT ........................WANTED
SE DUNGY 225 POT ............................. $55K
SE DUNGY 150 POT ........................WANTED 
SE DUNGY 75 POT ..........................WANTED
SE POT SHRIMP ................................... $22K
KODIAK TANNER <60’ .......................... $28K 
OR DUNGY 58’/500 POT ..................WANTED
OR DUNGY 58’/300 POT ..................... $144K
OR DUNGY 46’300 POT ........................ $84K
WA DUNGY 58’/500 POT .................WANTED
DIVE
SE GEODUCK ....................................... $70K
SE CUCUMBER ..................................... $28K 
MISC.
CHATHAM BLACKCOD .......................... CALL
CAIFORNIA SQUID ...........................WANTED
CAL DUNGY 46’/350 POT ................... $215K
OR TROLL UNLIMITED/WGEAR ............. $25K
CAL LOBSTER .................................... $120K
WA TROLL LEASE ................................ $4.5K

EXCEPTIONAL “FULL” SERVICE
BROKERAGE SAMPLES

ANY# “B/C” SE BCOD BLK/UNBLKD @ WANTED
2,200# “C” WY BCOD BLKD @ $25

ANY# “B/C” WY BCOD BLK/UNBLKD @ WANTED
ANY# “B/C” CG BCOD BLK/UNBLKD @ WANTED

3500# “C CG BCOD BLKD@ $22
7,000# “B” AI BCOD BLKD @ $3

75,000# “B” AI BCOD UNBLKD @ $3.10
18,000# “B” BS BCOD UNBLKD @ $5

ANY# “B/C/D” 2C HALIBUT BLKD/UNBLKD @ WANTED
1500# “C” 2C HALIBUT AVAL CH/LSE @ $7

ANY# “B/C” 3A HALIBUT UN/BLKD @ WANTED
1100# “D” 3A HALIBUT BLKD@ $53

ANY# “B/C” 3B HALIBUT UNBLKD @ WANTED
2,900# “C” 4A HALIBUT BLKD @ $25

P2261M – 58 X 27 COMBO, CURRENTLY RIGGED FOR POT, 
LONGLINE AND TENDER, CUMMINS KTA 19M3 MAIN, TWIN 
DISC 5:1 GEAR, JOHN DEERE 50KW AND 27KW, TEKNO-
THERM RSW. MARCO LONGLINE SYSTEM. LOADED W/
ELECTRONICS. LOTS OF NEW EQUIPMENT AND UPGRADES 
OVER PAST 8 YEARS. $1.2M WITH AI, BS AND CG LLP.  WG 
POT LLP AVAILABLE.

P2285M – 1979 36' WEGLEY GILLNETTER, CUMMINS 5.9L 
6BT, ZF GEAR. PACKS 6K IN 3 INSULATED SLUSH HOLDS. 
FURUNO RADAR AND SOUNDER. COMNAV PILOT. ASKING 
$150K W/SE PERMIT.

P2280M – 1982 32 X 13 FIBERGLASS STERNPICKER, 
TWIN IZUZU MAINS, BORG WARNER GEARS. PACKS 14K 
UNDER HATCHES. 5 SHACKLE SLIDING REEL W/LEVEL-
WIND. NEW ANCHOR GEAR. GARMIN PLOTTER. NEW LED 
DECK LITES AND FORWARD LITE BAR. TURN KEY W/3 
SHACKLES OF GEAR. ASKING $55K.

P2169M – 32' MEL MARTIN BOWPICKER, TWIN 41 VOLVOS, 
DUOPROP DRIVE, 5 X 5 REEL W/LEVELWIND, CRAB DAVIT. 
FURUNO RADAR AND SOUNDER, NOBLETEC ON DELL LAP-
TOP, COMNAV PILOT. ROOMY CABIN W/ENCLOSED HEAD 
AND SHOWER. COMES W/TRIPLE AXLE TRAILER. INCLUDES 
SPARE ENGINE. $55K. WOULD CONSIDER PART TRADE FOR 
SE DUNGY PERMIT. MOTIVATED, BRING OFFERS.

P2143M – 32' 1983 ROBERTS STERNPICKER, CAT MAIN, 
TWIN DISC GEAR, ALUMINUM REEL W/AUTO LEVELWIND, 
BOW THRUSTER. WELL LAID OUT ROOMY CABIN. GREAT 
BASIC HEAVY DUTY BOAT. INCLUDES 7 SHACKLES OF GEAR 
FOR $80K. INCLUDES NEW RSW SYSTEM, READY TO IN-
STALL. PERMIT AVAILABLE AT MARKET.

P2234M – 36' FIBERGLASS COMBO, RIGGED FOR 
CRAB AND GILLNET, GMC MAIN, TWIN DISC GEAR, 300 
FATHOM REEL WITH NEW TWISTER IN 2015, LEVEL-
WIND, ARTICULATING DAVIT W/15" NORTHWESTERN 
BLOCK, PETRZELKA LEAD SLINGER. FURUNO RADAR 
AND SOUNDER, COMNAV PILOT. PUGET SOUND AND 
SE GEAR AND PERMITS AVAILABLE W/BOAT. BOAT 
ONLY, REDUCED TO $120K.

P2249M – 42' FREEZER TROLLER, GARDNER MAIN, 
CAPITOL GEAR, KUBOTA AUX, CARRIER COMPRESSOR, 
OVERHEAD PLATES AND 5TON BLAST UNIT. EASTHOPE 3 
SPOOL GURDIES AND JUNES TUNA PULLERS. COM-DEV PI-
LOT, FURUNO RADAR, RUSSEL BLACK BOX, WATCH ALARM, 
FURUNO SOUNDER, ICOM SSB, GARMIN 4112 PLOTTER, 
LAPTOP W/NOBLETEC, SAT PHONE. VERY ECONOMICAL 
FREEZER. REDUCED TO $98K.

P2206M – 57X17.5 SATHER BUILT LIMIT SEINER, GMC 
8V92 MAIN, TWIN DISC GEAR, FORD LEHMAN HYDRAULIC 
AUX FOR COMPLETELY REDUNDANT HYD SYSTEM. PACKS 
100K IN 3 INSULATED TANKS. 3 STATION MMC CONTROLS 
AND COMNAV REMOTE HELMS, BOWTHRUSTER. SELF 
PURSING WINCH, HYD STERN RAMP. COMPLETE ELEC-
TRONICS. GREAT ACCOMODATIONS. YOU WON'T FIND A 
BIGGER, BETTER BOAT FOR ONLY $275K.
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The F/V Morgan  
is ready to fish 

your IFQs!
The F/V Morgan is a 32' Delta, available 
to fish all classes of quota in all areas. 
It’s a like-new, fully-equipped, clean, 
and comfortable boat. Professional 
crew with 15+ years experience in 
the fishery. Flexible schedule and 
competitive rates. No #2s, best prices. 
For more information, contact 
Jonathan Pavlik  •  (907) 314-0714 Cell  •  (907) 784-3032 Home

AVAILABLE TO HARVEST YOUR IFQS!

Contact Norman @ 509-675-0304 or alaskanorm@centurylink.net

We deliver quality product!
F/V Sherrie Marie, 61’ Steel long-
liner, available for hired skipper and 
walk-ons. 30+ years experience 
in fishery. Excellent, fully equipped 
boat, seasoned professional crew 
with HIGH QUALITY standards. 
All fish is delivered bled and iced. 
Competitive rates and references.

• EXTRUDED ALUMINUM CONTACT  
REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

• RSW SYSTEMS

• BLAST SYSTEMS

• BRINE SYSTEMS

• INSULATED FREEZER BOXES

Increase Daily Production

without Sacrificing

Hold Capacity!

REFRIGERATION SALES•SERVICE & INSTALLATIONS

6677 MIRAH ROAD, VICTORIA, BC V8M 1Z4

Pacific Fishing May ‘17

(206)789-5101
(800)683-0297

See all our listings at www.dockstreetbrokers.com.

Dock Street Brokers

Selling your boat?
Low 5% Commission

Non-Exclusive Listing  
You retain the right 

to sell your own vessel.
We are here to help with 
all your vessel, permit or         

IFQ needs.

Halibut & Sablefish 
listings needed. We have 

buyers looking in all areas!
Please see our website for our 

latest IFQ listings:
www.dockstreetbrokers.com

BB16-008	 32’x13’ fiberglass Wegley 
Bristol Bay boat, built in 2011.  Flush 
deck, 8î bow thruster, and diesel 
powered IMS RSW system.  Cat C-9 
rated at 503 hp, 21 knot top speed.  
New piston drum drive, valves, and 
hoses in 2015.  Excellent condition.  
Asking $299,000.

SE16-018  58’x19.5’ seiner/pots/
tender/longliner built in 1990.  
Complete refit in 2007 from mast 
to keel.  550 hp Lugger 6140, 
(2) Deere 4045 65 kW gen sets. 
Packs 95K# w/ 50 ton RSW, 25K# 
dry.  Bulbous bow, extended rolling 
chocks.  Picking booms, Pilkington 
davits, self-pursing winch, 28î block 
w/ gripper.  Full electronics package 
with Trac phone, (3) 19î monitors 
interfaced w/ radar, plotter, sounder 
and Thorium monitoring system.  
Full galley with washer and dryer.  
Also includes 19.5’ Rozema skiff 
w/ nozzle and John Deere 6081.  
Asking $1,400,000.

TE17-005   81’x22’x11’ steel tender, 
built in 1979 by Master Marine.  Twin 
402 hp Cat 3408 mains, Cat 3116 
and Detroit 471 gen sets.  Packs 
approximately 200,000# in RSW w/ 
(2) 18 ton RSW compressors and 20 
ton chiller.  Radar, ComNav autopilot, 
Furuno sounder, (2) VHF, and (2) 
new computers.  Asking $675,000. 

CO17-007  50’x16’x7.5’ steel 
combination crab/tuna/longliner built 
by Robert Warnick in 1978.  GMC 
671 rated at 200 hp.  25 kW Isuzu 
4JBI auxiliary.  15 ton spray brine 
system.  Includes longline, tuna and 
salmon gear.  Complete electronics 
package.  OR 300 pot license and 
all crab gear available to buyer.  Call 
for complete list and survey.  Asking 
$350,000. 

FOR SALE
49' Troller, low time  
Cummins, large hold with  
new slush tank, all gear.  
Pool insured for $100k.  
Best offer. Turnkey boat,  
sleeps 5 in 2 compartments.  
(360) 808-1966.  
popesurvey@aol.com

WANTED
California near-shore permit needed. Right away! 
Buyer will pay $50,000. Has secured other permit. 
Please call Don. (949) 279-9369.

FOR SALE
54-ton California market squid purse permit. 
Never been upgraded. Priced to sell quickly. $1.1 
million. Call Don. (949) 279-9369.

FISH YOUR IFQ’s
56' F/V Ilona B will fish your IFQ’s in most 
areas. I can beat most rates. Private stateroom 
for walk on’s. 20 years of exp. Have references 
available. (907) 738-1902. pcrenna@gmail.com.
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FOR SALE
Have several California lobster permits for  
sale. Some with traps. Priced to sell. Call Don 
Brockman. (949) 279-9369.

FOR HIRE
California Purse Seiner with squid permit. 
Holds 80 tons of RSW of squid. Priced to sell 
quickly. $2.6 million includes skiff, squid  
permit and net for fishing. Call Don. (949)  
279-9369.

FOR SALE
Awesome 38 foot 2014 Lobster boat with 
California Lobster permit. $375,000.00 dollars. 
Rigged and ready to fish. Holds 100 lobster 
traps on deck. Call Don. (949) 279-9369.

FOR SALE
54' Fiberglass salmon /albacore freezer  
troller, 1800 gallon fuel capacity, 15 ton fish 
hold. Very comfortable sea boat, owner retired.  
Asking price $250,000 USD. (360) 280-2675. 
Calls only.

FOR SALE
Have two California light-market Brail Boat 
licenses for sale. Call Don. (949) 279-9369. 
Prices reduced to $250,000 U.S. dollars.

FOR SALE
F/V HADASSAH. 58x19' Delta Seiner, longliner, 
pot boat. 343 main; 30kw generator, 7-1/2, 9 
kw Northern Lights Generator; upgrades include 
new awlgrip paint job and visor addition; com-
plete new RSW system, 2015 rebuilt transmis-
sion, replaced stainless fuel lines and day tank; 
large rolling chalks; UHMW guards; metalized 
hydro valves and stainless lines; bulbous bow; 
Furuno sonar; many more upgrades. Also avail-
able: 19' Rozema Skiff, net, long line gear, cod 
pots and pot gear. (907) 399 7219.

FOR SALE
Monk designed 46 x 14 fiberglass gillnet/combo 
vessel. Completed 1980 in Port Townsend by  
Chinook Marine. CAT 3208T, 7.5 ton RSW, 12' 
bow thruster, 10 KW hydraulic generator, 2 
Cessna hydraulic pumps, 18,000 lbs capacity, 
960 fuel, 300 water. Reinforced aluminum reel 
on tracks, trolling pole tops, complete electron-
ics, spacious quarters. Extensive refit in 2006-
07. Large inventory of spares. Dry stored in  
Petersburg. $260,000. (206) 605-8747.

FOR SALE – F/V Marauder
58x19' Seiner, King, Tanner, Dungeness crab-
ber, Tender, easily converted to longliner. 
Vessel is essentially new from major recon-
struction in 2014. V1271 Detroit, 65KW John 
Deere Generator, 18 ton IMS RSW, Basically 
Turn Key Operation, Survey available. Asking 
$975,000.00. For more information contact 
Steve Thomassen. (907) 305-0993.

FOR SALE
Lightboat for sale with permit boat is also a 
solid fiberglass Coast Guard certified charter 
boat priced to sell. $750,000 dollars. Call Don. 
(949) 279-9369.

FOR SALE
47’ steel Canadian built troller, AD measure has 
been done 14 ton fish hold, lots of upgrades, 2 
freezer systems, 671 jimmy, new genset, fishy 
tuna boat. lots of fuel. $225 000.00 USD. Tom 
(250) 202-0279, bctom27@yahoo.com.

I am looking to buy live Pacific Rock Crab, for up 
to $1.80 a pound, also interested in Spider Crab, 
and Sable fish. For more information, please call 
or text Stuart Steinberg at (408) 602-6850. I 
go  back over 15 years with the fishermen I am 
buying from now. Check it out.

Diane Sandvik, our longtime sales and marketing representative, left Pacific Fishing  
earlier this year. Diane joined us in 1997. Her knowledge and experience in the  
commercial fishing industry started early while she was growing up in Petersburg. She 
was able to use this familiarity to connect with the Pacific Fishing community and help 
grow the magazine during her 10 years with us. Diane has decided to branch out and 
take some time this year to explore other interests. We wish her 
the best and hope her future is bright.

John Nordahl is excited to join the Pacific Fishing crew. He  
grew up in Ballard and is familiar with the ins and outs of  

the commercial fishing industry. In addition, John has worked for our parent  
company, Northwest Publishing Center, over the past 25 years and brings a wealth  
of publishing knowledge to the position. He is looking forward to meeting the  
members of our community and can be reached via telephone at (206) 775-6286 or 
email at johnn@pacificfishing.com.

Goodbye and Hello
 2017 HAS BROUGHT CHANGES TO PACIFIC FISHING MAGAZINE.
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Flexible Solutions.
Solid Support.

Vessel: Bravo II
Built by Armstrong Marine, Inc.
Twin Cummins Marine QSB6.7 engines

Ideally, the vessel medical adviser should review the ship’s 
medical log at least once per month. This creates the oppor-
tunity to identify illness and injury patterns and to work with 
the medical officer to enhance understanding of care at sea.

Response and entry to medical care: Contact your  
medical adviser early and often.

Email is excellent for nonemergency questions or for ongo-
ing care recommendations. However, use the telephone when 
rapid attention is needed.

Digital photographs sent to your shoreside medical  
adviser by email are often very useful.

Live telemedical consults via satellite internet are on the 
horizon but at present remain limited by bandwidth.

For crew needing medical consults on shore or when 
reaching home, your medical adviser can be a great resource. 
A physician-to-physician conversation can help the pro-
vider seeing the mariner better understand what occurred 
at sea, what care the medical officer delivered, and what 
options might exist for returning the mariner to the vessel to  
complete the season.

Medical events that necessitate a vessel diversion, a  
transfer to another vessel headed to port, or Coast Guard 
assistance are stressful and challenging for all involved.  
Careful coordination with your medical adviser and the 
Coast Guard Rescue Coordination Center is critical. Ves-
sel officers should anticipate changes in weather and sea  
conditions and have contingency plans always at the ready. 
The importance of ongoing coordination with both air and 
ground ambulance cannot be overlooked.

The medical adviser should regularly update all parties 
in collaboration with the vessel master and, very impor-
tantly, should have an accepting physician identified at the  
receiving hospital or emergency department.

There are many more worthwhile and cost-effective  
medical topics for mariners and vessel owners to consider. 
The goals are always: Board safely, work safely, and return 
home in good health.  

Ray and Ann Jarris are Seattle physicians. Their business is  
Discovery Health LLC. Learn more at discoveryhealthmd.com.

Medical support continued from Page 6

After we cut loose from the Argent Fisher, we signaled 
to the skiff man – who was pulling on us to keep the net 
open between the seiners – to slack off so we could cut him  
loose from our tow bridle. But he never slacked off. By the 
spotlight, we could see him slumped over, asleep.

We yelled and honked, and the Argent Fisher sprayed him 
with a hose. Finally, the Western Surf idled up alongside him 
and someone poked him with the butt end of a pike pole  
and woke him up. We disconnected and sailed for the  
mainland again.

We unloaded at Orca again and after getting more ice and 
water at the ice barge at Rice Mill, we were back in Deep Bay 
at 8 a.m. Sunday, March 12.

We sat at anchor waiting for two days, but seine fishing 
had died off. So we were ordered to go back to Vancouver 
and tie up for the season.

We arrived at the Vancouver plant at the foot of Gore 

Avenue at 5:30 p.m., and by 9:30 p.m. we had the boat  
licked clean and we were off the vessel. Another herring  
season wrapped.

      
Herring harvest tallies: The Strait of Georgia herring 

seine fishery closed March 16 with an estimated catch of 
9,695 tons on a 13,013-ton quota, Fisheries and Oceans  
Canada reported.

The gillnet fishery closed April 4 with a catch of 10,166 
tons on a 15,171-ton quota.

On British Columbia’s north coast, the seine fishery closed 
March 23 when the 1,000-ton catch target was reached. The 
gillnet fishery closed March 21 when the 1,500-ton quota  
was reached.

Michel Drouin has covered British Columbia’s fishing industry 
since 1990. He lives in Vancouver, B.C.

British Columbia continued from Page 23

Marco Global announced a “definitive agreement” to sell 
its assets and inventory to Smith Berger Marine Inc.

“Smith Berger Marine will offer sales, service, and spare 
parts support for all Marco products,” an April 19 press 
release said.

Based in Seattle, Marco Global produces commercial  
fishing machinery such as powerblocks, deck winches,  

Marco Global announces sale of business
longline systems, pot-hauling machinery, hydraulic pump 
drives, and the Eggstractor machine for salmon processors.

Smith Berger, also of Seattle, is a manufacturing compa-
ny long involved with salmon-processing machinery. The  
company also offers towing and mooring equipment for the 
maritime and offshore energy industries.  



Flexible Solutions.
Solid Support.

British Columbia/Alberta/Washington: Tony Thomas (425) 277-5330
Oregon/Alaska: Mike Fourtner (360) 742-2864
California/Hawaii: Tom O’Connor (510) 347-6614

salesandservice.cummins.com

Cummins offers a full range of EPA Tier 3 propulsion and auxiliary solutions from 6.7 to 60 
liters. Cummins Tier 3 product line applies advanced combustion technology to reduce 
emissions in-cylinder without the need for aftertreatment and will serve as the platform for 
future, more stringent emissions in the U.S. and globally. These engines run cleaner and 
stronger with exceptional dependability and durability.

Let our marine professionals help navigate you and improve your bottom line.

Vessel: Bravo II
Built by Armstrong Marine, Inc.
Twin Cummins Marine QSB6.7 engines

Cummins offers a full range of EPA Tier 3 propulsion and auxiliary solutions from 6.7 to 60 



safety driven
           logistics

 SAFETY IS OUR LICENSE TO DO BUSINESS.

• Logistics expertise across Alaska and North America
• Oil, gas, mining and construction projects
• Specialized experts for North Slope / Prudhoe Bay
• Gulf of Mexico project support
• Leaders in heavy haul 
• Remote site project logistics

carlile.biz     |     800.478.1853




